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An n-ary algebra is a vector space provided with a multiplication
given by an n-linear map. A 3-ary algebra is said to be partially
associative if the product x · y · z satisﬁes
(
(x1 · x2 · x3) · x4 · x5
)+ (x1 · (x2 · x3 · x4) · x5)
+ (x1 · x2 · (x3 · x4 · x5))= 0.
We compute the dimensions of the homogeneous components of
degree  7 in the free 3-ary partially associative algebra over a
ﬁeld of characteristic zero and give a system of generators for all
the homogeneous components. We show that this system is a basis
if and only if none of these generators is zero. As a consequence,
we show that the corresponding operad doesn’t verify the Koszul
property. We also prove that any 3-ary partially associative algebra
is solvable of derived length at most 2 and any 3-ary partially
associative commutative algebra is nilpotent of index at most 4.
For arbitrary integer n we describe the operadic cohomology of the
n-ary partially associative algebras.
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Inc.
1. Introduction
There is no need to explain the importance of the class of associative algebras when we study
binary algebras. So when we explore n-ary algebras, that is, algebras with an n-linear operation, it
is natural to generalize the associativity to the n-ary case. There exist two standard ways to do this,
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Partially and totally associative algebras for even n were considered by Gnedbaye in [4]. He studied
the corresponding free algebras and the associated operads. The results of [4] can be understood as a
natural generalization of the binary case n = 2. But the case of odd n behaves in a completely different
way. An explanation of this phenomenon can be done in terms of operads. If we consider for example
the operad for partially associative n-ary algebras with n = 2k + 1 7, it is non-Koszul [9,10], so the
natural homology of the free algebra is not trivial, while the operad for partially associative n-ary
algebras with n = 2k is Koszul. If P is a quadratic operad generated by an operation of arity n and
degree d, then the generating operation of P ! has the same arity but degree −d+n−2, i.e. for n odd,
the Koszul duality does not preserve the parity of the degree of the generating operation.
In this paper we study the free 3-ary partially associative algebra generated by a ﬁnite set. We
give a system of generators for all the homogeneous components and show that this system is a ba-
sis if and only if none of these generators is zero. We prove that the free 3-ary partially associative
algebra generated by a ﬁnite set is solvable so any partially associative algebra is solvable. Under the
additional assumption of commutativity we show that this algebra is nilpotent of index 4. Since the
coeﬃcients of the generating series of an operad coincide with the dimensions of the homogeneous
components of the corresponding free algebra, the computing of the ﬁrst components leads to the
result that the operad for 3-ary partially associative algebras cannot be Koszul. The main consequence
of this property concerns deformation theory. If we write a deformation of an n-ary partially associa-
tive algebra as a formal series μ =∑ tiϕi , then the linear part ϕ1 is a 2-cocycle of the deformation
cohomology (see [7] and [9]). If n = 2, μ0 is associative and this cohomology is the Hochschild co-
homology of μ0, that is the natural cohomology given by the corresponding operad. If n = 3 and μ0
is partially associative, as the corresponding operad is not Koszul, these cohomologies differ. In this
case, following [9], we have to consider 3-ary multiplication of degree d. We determine explicitly the
operadic complex for any n-ary partially associative multiplication of degree 1. If n is even, we ﬁnd
the same result as in [3]. To understand the importance of the degree of the multiplication, we deter-
mine the spaces of cochains for an n-ary partially associative algebra with a multiplication of degree 0
and coboundary operators whose actions on cochains are similar to the Hochschild coboundary oper-
ators. In this case, we obtain a complex whose space of cochains depends on the partially associative
multiplication.
2. Associative n-ary algebras
Let K be a ﬁeld of characteristic zero. An n-ary algebra (V ,μ) is a K-vector space V with a linear
map
μ : V⊗n → V .
In what follows, I0 ⊗ μ and μ ⊗ I0 mean μ and, for any positive integer k, Ik is the identity map of
End(V⊗k).
Deﬁnition 1. The n-ary algebra (V ,μ) is
• partially associative if μ satisﬁes
n−1∑
p=0
(−1)p(n−1)μ ◦ (I p ⊗ μ ⊗ In−p−1) = 0, (1)
• totally associative if μ satisﬁes
μ ◦ (μ ⊗ In−1) = μ ◦ (I p ⊗ μ ⊗ In−p−1), (2)
for any p = 0, . . . ,n − 1.
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cohomology. The space of k-cochains is Ck(A) = HomK(A⊗k,A). Gerstenhaber [3] deﬁned a graded
pre-Lie algebra
⊕
k Ck(A) with the product
•n,m : Cn(A) × Cm(A) → Cn+m−1(A)
given by
( f •n,m g)(X1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Xn+m−1)
=
m∑
i=1
(−1)(i−1)(m−1) f (X1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ g(Xi ⊗ · · · ⊗ Xi+m−1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ Xn+m−1).
The k-cochain μ satisfying the identity μ •k,k μ = 0 provides A with a k-ary partially associative
structure.
Remark. There exists a generalization of the notions of partial and total associativity leading to a nat-
ural extension of the classical product of matrices to hypercubic matrices [13]. Let σ be an element
of the symmetric group Σn of degree n and consider the endomorphism of V⊗n given by
φVσ (ei1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ein) = eiσ−1(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ eiσ−1(n) .
An n-ary algebra (V ,μ) is
• σ -partially associative if μ satisﬁes
n−1∑
p=0
(−1)p(n−1)ε(σ p)μ ◦ (I p ⊗ (μ ◦ φVσ p )⊗ In−p−1)= 0 (3)
where ε(τ ) is the signature of the permutation τ .
• σ -totally associative if μ satisﬁes
μ ◦ (μ ⊗ In−1) = μ ◦
(
I p ⊗
(
μ ◦ φVσ p
)⊗ In−p−1), (4)
for any p = 0, . . . ,n − 1.
In the particular case where σ = Id we get partial and total associativity. In [13] we deﬁned a sk-
totally associative (2k + 1)-product on the vector space T pq (E) of tensors of q contravariant and p
covariant type on a vector space E where sk is the permutation
sk(1, . . . ,2k + 1) = (2k + 1,2k, . . . ,2,1).
3. Free 3-ary partially associative algebras
The free n-ary totally associative algebras (for arbitrary n) and the free n-ary partially associative
algebras for even n were described in [4]. But the methods used for the study of the free n-ary
partially associative algebras do not work for odd n. In this section, we compute the case n = 3.
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Deﬁnition 2. A 3-magma is a set M with a ternary operation
M × M × M → M, (x, y, z) → xyz
with no axioms imposed.
Let V be a ﬁnite dimensional vector space over K and X = {v1, . . . , vn} be a basis of V . The free
3-magma on X is
MX =
∞⊔
p=1
X2p+1
where X2p+1 is deﬁned as follows: X1 = X , X3 consists of all expressions vi v j vk where vi, v j, vk ∈ X ,
X5 consists of all expressions (vi v j vk)vl vs, vi(v j vkvl)vs, vi v j(vkvl vs) and more generally
X2p+1 =
∏
i+ j+k=p−1
X2i+1 × X2 j+1 × X2k+1.
An element of MX is called a word. If this element is in X2p+1, we say that it is of length 2p + 1. We
have a natural 3-ary multiplication thus MX is a 3-magma.
Let F X be the vector space of ﬁnite formal linear combinations of elements of MX . The 3-ary
multiplication in MX extends to a 3-ary multiplication in F X . Thus F X is a 3-ary algebra. This algebra
is graded: F X =⊕p1 F 2p+1X , where F 2p+1X is the vector space of ﬁnite formal linear combinations of
words of length 2p + 1. It is easy to prove that F X is a solution of a universal problem with maps on
X into a 3-ary algebra. Thus F X is called the free 3-ary on X . If X ′ is another basis of V , then F X ′ and
F 2p+1X ′ are the same as F X and F
2p+1
X . We can denote this algebra by F (V ) and F
2p+1
X by F
2p+1(V ).
So
F (V ) =
⊕
p1
F 2p+1(V ).
3.2. Coding a vector of F 2p+1(V )
Let X be a basis of V . An element of X2p+1 is a word of length 2p + 1 with p parentheses. We
say that a left parenthesis is at the position k if it is between the (k− 1)-th and the (k)-th generators
appearing in the word. Clearly the position of the parentheses can be coded by the position of the
left parentheses. To simplify, we forget the ﬁrst left parenthesis, which is always before the ﬁrst
vector (and the corresponding right parenthesis which is after the last vector). Thus in F 5(V ) the
left parentheses are coded by {1}, {2}, {3} which correspond respectively to the words ((v1 · v2 · v3) ·
v4 · v5), (v1 · (v2 · v3 · v4) · v5), (v1 · v2 · (v3 · v4 · v5)). In F 7(V ), the left parenthesis are coded by
{11}, {12}, {13}, {14}, {15}, {22}, {23}, {24}, {25}, {33}, {34}, {35}. For example (v1 · (v2 · (v3 · v4 · v5) ·
v6) · v7) corresponds to {23}.
Lemma 3. A (p − 1)-sequence {n1 · · ·np−1} of positive integers is a coding of a word of X2p+1 if and only
if 1  n1  3, n1  n2  5, . . . , np−2  np−1  2p − 1. Such a sequence is called an admissible (p − 1)-
sequence or coding vector of length p − 1. Moreover, considering a coding vector {n1n2 · · ·np−1} and a vector
(v1, v2, . . . , v2p+1) of X2p+1 we get only one element of X2p+1 by bracketing with the deﬁned coding.
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the multiplication is ternary. For example {16} is not an admissible 2-sequence. There is no 3-product
of 7 vectors corresponding to this sequence.
We denote by C˜ p−1 the linear space generated by the coding vectors of length p − 1. In this
space all the coding vectors of length p − 1 are independent. Thus F 2p+1(V ) is isomorphic to
C˜ p−1 ⊗ V⊗2p+1. For example, if p = 2, then
C˜1 = span
({1}, {2}, {3})
and
dim F 5(V ) = 3 · dim V⊗5.
3.3. Free 3-ary partially associative algebras
Let us consider in F (V ) the ideal R generated by
(abc)de + a(bcd)e + ab(cde)
with a,b, c ∈ F (V ). This ideal is graded:
R =
∞⊕
n=1
Rm, with Rm = R ∩ Fm(V ).
The free 3-ary partially associative algebra on V (or on X ) is the graded algebra
L(V ) = F (V )
R
=
∞⊕
n=1
F 2p+1(V )
R2p+1
.
This algebra is a solution of the universal problem: for any 3-ary partially associative algebra A and
any map φ : X → A, there exists a unique 3-ary partially associative algebra LX and a linear map
φ : LX → A satisfying φ ◦ π = φ where π is the natural embedding of X in LX . If X is a basis of V ,
the solution of this problem is LX = L(V ). If we denote by L2p+1(V ) the quotient F 2p+1(V )R2p+1 , we have
L(V ) =
∞⊕
n=1
L2p+1(V )
with L1(V ) = V , L3(V ) = F 3(V ) = V⊗3.
3.4. Coding the relations of L2p+1(V )
Since the vector space L2p+1(V ) is a graded quotient space of F 2p+1(V ), the coding of the vectors
of L2p+1(V ) is determined by the coding of F 2p+1(V ). We denote by Cp−1 the linear subspace of
C˜ p−1 corresponding to the coding relations of R2p+1(V ) for p  2. Thus, up to isomorphism, we have
R2p+1(V ) = Cp−1 ⊗ V⊗2p+1
and
L2p+1(V ) = (˜Cp−1/Cp−1) ⊗ V⊗2p+1 .
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1. If p = 2, dim C˜1 = 3, C1 = span({1} + {2} + {3}) and
dim L5(V ) = 2dim V⊗5 .
2. If p = 3, dim C˜2 = 12, and
C2 = span
({11} + {14} + {15}, {12} + {22} + {25}, {13} + {23} + {33},
{14} + {24} + {34}, {15} + {25} + {35}, {11} + {12} + {13},
{22} + {23} + {24}, {33} + {34} + {35}).
Thus dimC2 = 8 and
dim L7(V ) = 4dim V⊗7.
Proposition 4. All relations in Cp−1 are obtained from the relations in Cp−2 by the two following rules:
• Consider an element of Cp−2 . For any coding vector {i1 . . . ip−2} appearing in the linear presentation of
the element, we add the index i in front of this coding where i runs over the set {1,2,3} and we replace il
by il + (i − 1) for all the elements {i1 . . . ip−2} of the element of Cp−2 .
• Consider an element of Cp−2 . For all {i1 . . . ip−2} appearing in the linear presentation of the element, we
add the index i in front of this coding where i takes successively values 1,2, . . . ,2p − 1 and, if i1  i,
we leave i1 unchanged, otherwise we replace i1 by i1 + 2, and we apply the same rule for all indices that
follow. Then we reorder subscripts to get an admissible sequence (Lemma 4).
This proposition permits to obtain a description of L2p+1 directly from one of L2p−1.
Example. We consider {11} + {12} + {13} ∈ C2. We obtain the following elements of C3 (and relations
in F 9(V )):
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
{111} + {112} + {113} we added 1,
{222} + {223} + {224} we added 2 and changed il by il + 1,
{333} + {334} + {335} we added 3 and changed il by il + 2,
{111} + {114} + {115} we added 1 and changed il by il + 2 if il > 1,
{112} + {122} + {125} we added 2 and changed il by il + 2 if il > 2,
{113} + {123} + {133} we added 3 and changed il by il + 2 if il > 3,
{114} + {124} + {134} we added 4 and rearranged the sequence,
{115} + {125} + {135} we added 5 and rearranged the sequence,
{116} + {126} + {136} we added 6 and rearranged the sequence,
{117} + {127} + {137} we added 7 and rearranged the sequence.
Thus 8 elements of C2 lead to 80 relations of C˜3 which determine the space R9(V ).
Remark (Symmetric elements, symmetric relations). Let {i1i2 · · · ip} be a coding vector of C˜ p . It deﬁnes
a vector of F 2p+3 which is written with p parentheses. For this vector we consider the position of
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belongs to C˜ p . Let us consider the linear map
s : C˜ p → C˜ p
given by
s
({i1i2 · · · ip})= { j1 j2 · · · jp}.
It satisﬁes
s2 = Id.
A coding vector {i1i2 · · · ip} of C˜ p is symmetric if
s
({i1i2 · · · ip})= {i1i2 · · · ip}.
More generally, a vector v of C˜ p is symmetric if
s(v) = v.
We call such a relation symmetric if the corresponding vector of Cp is symmetric. The generating rela-
tion of C1 is given by the symmetric vector {1}+ {2}+ {3} of C˜1 because s({1}) = {3} and s({2}) = {2}.
This implies that the symmetrization of any vector of Cp is in Cp . In other words if we have a deﬁning
relation of L2p+1(V ), we have also the symmetric relation among the deﬁning relations of L2p+1(V ).
4. Description of dim L2p+1(V ) for 1 p  7
Proposition 5. If m = dim V , then
• dim L3(V ) = dim V⊗3 =m3 .
• dim L5(V ) = 2m5 and {{1}, {3} = s({1})} is a basis of C˜1/C1 .
• dim L7(V ) = 4m7 and {{11}, {13}, {35} = s({11}), {33} = s({13})} is a basis of C˜2/C2 .
• dim L9(V ) = 5m9 and {{113}, {133}, {355} = s({113}), {335} = s({133}), {117}} is a basis of C˜3/C3 .
• dim L11(V ) = 6m11 and a basis of C˜4/C4 is{{1133}, {1335}, {3557} = s({1133}), {3355} = s({1335}), {1177}, {1379} = s({1177})}
• dim L13(V ) = 7m13 and {{11335}, {13355}, {35577}, {33557}, {11779}, {13399}, {11399}} is a basis of
C˜5/C5 .
• dim L15(V ) = 8m15 and
{{113355}, {133557}, {355779}, {335577}, {117799},{1335(11)(13)},{
11399(11)
}
,
{
1339(11)(11)
}}
is a basis of C˜6/C6 .
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• dim L7(V ) = 4m7. To simplify notation, we use i j instead of {i j}. We obtain the following identi-
ties ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
1) 25 = 11,
2) 15 = −11− 35,
3) 14 = 35,
4) 22 = 13,
5) 12 = −11− 13,
6) 34 = −33− 35,
7) 23 = −13− 33,
8) 24 = 33.
We choose {
11,13,35 = s(11), 33 = s(13)}
as a basis of C˜2/C2.
• dim L9(V ) = 5m9. To simplify notation, we use i jk instead of {i jk}. At this step some trivial
monoidal identities i jk = 0 occur for the ﬁrst time. More precisely, we have
0 = 111 = 114 = 115 = 125 = 135 = 136 = 144 = 147 = 222 = 225 = 226 = 236
= 246 = 247 = 255 = 333 = 336 = 337 = 347 = 357.
The other identities reduce to:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
a) 113 = 122 = −112 = −137 = −227 = 237,
b) 355 = s(113) = 145 = −146 = −155 = 346 = −356,
c) 133 = 124 = −134 = 223 = −224 = −233,
d) 335 = s(133) = −235 = −244 = 245 = −334 = 344,
e) 117 = −116 = 126 = −157 = −256 = 257,
f ) 123 = −133+ 113,
g) 345 = 335− 355,
h) 127 = 113+ 117,
i) 156 = 117+ 355,
j) 234 = 133+ 335.
Remark that the second line is symmetric to the ﬁrst line, the third and fourth lines are symmetric to
each other. We have also that s(117) = 157 and the ﬁfth line is preserved by the symmetry (modulo
the sign). In the same way, s( f ) = g, s(h) = i and s( j) = j. Due to the above symmetries, we can
choose
{113,133,355 = s(113),335 = s(133),117}
as a basis of C˜3/C3.
• dim L11(V ) = 6m11. Any coding vector that is deduced from a trivial one in C˜3/C3 is a trivial
coding vector in C˜4/C4. Then we have the following new trivial vectors:
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= 1346 = 1348 = 1377 = 1455 = 1458 = 1459 = 1468 = 1469 = 1555 = 1558 = 1559
= 1569 = 2233 = 2237 = 2238 = 2248 = 2277 = 2347 = 2348 = 2358 = 2359 = 2377.
Nontrivial identities are
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
1133 = −1233 = −1123 = 1124 = −1134 = 1223 = −1224 = −1249 = −1339 = 1349
= −2239 = 2249 = 2339 = −2349,
1335 = −1235 = −1244 = 1245 = −1334 = −1345 = −2234 = 2235 = 2244 = −2245
= 2334 = −2335 = −2344 = 1344,
1177 = −2578 = −1167 = 1168 = −1178 = 1267 = −1268 = −1277 = −2567 = 2568
= 2577 = −1568 = −1577 = 1578,
1234 = 1335+ 1133,
1239 = 1133+ s(1177),
1278 = s(1177) + 1177,
2345 = 1335+ s(1335),
and the relations derived from the above using the symmetry. Thus, we can choose as a basis the
following family
{
1133,1335,3557 = s(1133), 3355 = s(1335), 1177,1379 = s(1177)}.
• dim L13(V ) = 7m13, dim L15(V ) = 8m15. In these cases the dimensions have been computed with
Mathematica and the given coding vectors form a basis of C˜ p/Cp . For n 15, the computations with
Mathematica become impossible because of problems of computer memory. But in the next section,
we are going to describe generators of C˜ p/Cp in the general case. Let us notice that the dimensions
of the ﬁrst homogeneous components have been computed, using another approach, in [1]. 
5. A system of generators of L2p+1(V )
In order to visualize and to better understand the relations that appear in any dimension, and
especially to determine a minimal system of generators we represent each coding vector of C˜ p−1 by a
planar rooted tree with (2p + 1) leaves and only ternary nodes (i.e.vertices have precisely 3 incoming
edges), that is, three entries and one exit, since the multiplication is ternary (see [8, Section 4] or [11,
II.1.5] for terminology). We denote by T2p+1 the set of all trees with (2p + 1) leaves and p ternary
nodes. These trees are constructed by induction by p. We extend the deﬁnition by considering T1
the one-point set consisting of the exceptional tree with one leg and no internal vertex . If p = 1
we represent the vector {} of C˜0 corresponding to the product (abc) by the tree . The set T3
consists of this tree only.
The vectors {3}, {1} = s({3}), {2} of C˜1, corresponding to the products ab(cde), (abc)de, a(bcd)e, are
represented respectively by the trees
N. Goze, E. Remm / Journal of Algebra 348 (2011) 14–36 23Let a ∈ X2k1+1, b ∈ X2k2+1, c ∈ X2k3+1 with k1 + k2 + k3 = p − 1, ki ∈ {0, . . . , p − 1}. Let A, B,C be re-
spectively the trees corresponding to the products a,b, c. Then A ∈ T2k1+1, B ∈ T2k2+1 and C ∈ T2k3+1.
The tree T of T2p+1 corresponding to the product (abc) is .
The leaves are the external edges, that is, the edges which have only one adjacent vertex. The root
vertex of a tree is at the depth 0 and the level of a vertex v is its distance to the root, that is, the
number of edges between v and the root vertex. The level k of a tree is then deﬁned by the set of
vertices of level k. The height of a tree is the maximal level of the vertices plus 1. The tree of T1 will
be considered of height 0, the tree is of height 1. A tree T of T2p+1 i.e. of type with
A ∈ T2k1+1, B ∈ T2k2+1 and C ∈ T2k3+1 is then of height h(T ) = 1+ sup(h(A),h(B),h(C)).
As there is an one-to-one correspondence between the coding vectors and their corresponding
trees we will identify the coding vector to its corresponding tree. For example, since {2} = {1} − {3},
a basis of C˜1/C1 is represented by the following trees of height 2:
By a subtree of a tree T we mean a connected part of T obtained from it by cutting at the nodes.
Deﬁnition 6. We say that a tree T has no central branch if it has no subtree of type with B
different from the exceptional tree.
It means that the second “branch” of any subtree of this tree is in fact a leaf.
For example, the trees corresponding to {1} and {3} have no central branches whereas {2} has one.
Proposition 7. A tree T has no central branches if and only it has not a subtree corresponding to {2}.
Lemma 8. There exists a system of generators of C˜ p/Cp which is represented by trees without central branches.
Proof. We prove that any tree can be written as a linear combination of trees with no central
branches. It is obviously true for any tree in T3 and we have already shown it for T5. Assume
that we have established this property for all trees in T2m+1 for 0 m < k, k  1 and prove it for
k = m. Consider a tree in T2k+1. There are two cases. The ﬁrst case is that the tree T is of the form
T = . Since h(T1) and h(T3) are strictly less than m each can be written as a linear combi-
nation of trees with no central branches implying that T itself can be written as a linear combination
of trees with no central branches.
The second case is that T = with h(T2) > 0. We will use induction on h(T2). Since
h(T2) > 0, the tree T2 has the form T2 = so we can write the tree
with h(T 2i ) < h(T2) for i = 1,2,3. By the induction hypothesis the trees T ′ and T ′′ can be represented
in the required form. 
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{22} = −{12} − {25} = {11} + {13} − {25} = {11} + {13} + {15} + {35}
and the trees representing the last vector don’t contain central branches.
Remark. The chosen basis of C˜2/C2 is represented by the following trees
In L9(V ) some identically trivial products appear for the ﬁrst time, i.e. some coding vectors of
C˜3/C3 are zero. Those whose associated trees are without central branches are the following: {357},
{135}, {115} and their symmetric images {111}, {333}, {337}. We deduce:
Proposition 9. Every tree that represents a coding vector and that contains one of the following trees as subtree
represents the null vector.
Corollary 10. Any tree with no central branches which has as subtree at level at least 1 the tree
(i.e. {15}) or (i.e. {35}) or (i.e. {11}) represents a null coding vector.
We denote by T1(A,C, E,G), T2(A,C, E,G), T3(A,C, E,G), the following trees where the letters
A,C, E,G represent grafted trees.
We will denote the exceptional tree by 0; we will also call it trivial tree. For example, T1(A,0, E,G)
corresponds to
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that are equal; a tree represents the null vector if its corresponding coding vector is null.
Proposition 11. Let us consider the tree T1(A,C, E,G).
1. If G 
= 0 and A 
= 0 then T1(A,C, E,G) = 0 for any C and E.
2. If G 
= 0 and A = 0 then T1(0,C, E,G) = −T2(0,C, E,G).
3. If G = 0 and A 
= 0 then T1(A,C, E,0) = −T3(A,C, E,0).
4. If G = 0 and A = 0 then T1(0,C, E,0) = −T2(0,C, E,0) − T3(0,C, E,0).
Proof. From the identity {15} = −{11} − {35}, we obtain that T1(A,C, E,G) = −T2(A,C, E,G) −
T3(A,C, E,G). If A 
= 0, T2(A,C, E,G) = 0. If G 
= 0, T3(A,C, E,G) = 0. If A = G = 0, we obtain
T1(0,C, E,0) = −T2(0,C, E,0) − T3(0,C, E,0). 
Corollary 12. Consider the tree T1(A,C, E,G). If it doesn’t represent the null vector it can only be of the type
T1(A,0, E,0) or T1(0,C,0,G). Moreover, the tree T1(A,0, E,0) is uniquely determined by the heights of the
trees A and E and the tree T1(0,C,0,G) is uniquely determined by the heights of the trees C and G.
Proof. In all other cases the trees have subtrees representing the null vector so the trees themselves
represent the null vector. Indeed, consider T = T1(A,C, E,G). If G 
= 0, A 
= 0 the tree represents the
null vector for any C and E . For G 
= 0, A = 0 the tree represents the null vector if E is nontrivial
because it has the tree {15} as a subtree at level at least 1. The same happens if G = 0 and A 
= 0
meaning that if C is nontrivial, the tree {15} is a subtree at level at least 1 of the initial tree which
then represents the null vector. If G = 0 and A = 0 then the tree is trivial if C 
= 0 and E 
= 0 because
T2(0,C, E,0) and T3(0,C, E,0) (containing the tree {15} at level 1) represent the null vector. It then
remains the trees T1(0,0, E,0), T1(0,C,0,0) and T1(0,0,0,0). So all the trees T1(A,C, E,G) which
could not represent the null vector are of the type T1(A,0, E,0) (with no restriction on A and E) or
T1(0,C,0,G) (with no restriction on C and G). The second part of the corollary also uses the fact
that the trees T1(A,0, E,0) and T1(0,C,0,G) must not have subtrees representing the null vector.
For T1(A,0, E,0), the tree A, if it is not the exceptional tree or the tree {}, may also have just one
tree at the level one and this tree must be at the right side. All other levels are handled in the same
way. So A is of type
We get E by similar reasoning. The case T1(0,C,0,G) can be treated in the same way. 
Theorem 13. Any element of C˜ p−1/Cp−1 is a linear combination of the coding vectors:
1. p = 4k.⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
v1 =
{
113355 · · · (p − 3)(p − 3)(p − 1)}, v2 = {13355 · · · (p − 1)(p − 1)},
v5 =
{
117799 · · · (p + 1)(p + 1)(p + 3)}, v6 = {11399 · · · (p + 3)(p + 3)},
v7 =
{
1133(11)(11) · · · (p + 3)(p + 3)(p + 5)}, . . . ,
v p
2 +2 =
{
1133 · · · ( p2 − 3)( p2 − 3)( p2 − 1)(p + 1)(p + 1) · · · (p + p2 − 1)(p + p2 − 1)},
their symmetrics,
v p +3 =
{
1133 · · · ( p − 1)( p − 1)(p + 3)(p + 3)(p + 5)(p + 5) · · · (p + p + 1)}.2 2 2 2
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2 +4 = s(v5), . . . , vp+1 = s(v p2 +2).
2. p = 4k + 2.⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
v1 =
{
1133 · · · (p − 3)(p − 3)(p − 1)}, v2 = {133 · · · (p − 1)(p − 1)},
v5 =
{
117799 · · · (p + 1)(p + 1)(p + 3)}, v6 = {11399 · · · (p + 3)(p + 3)}, . . . ,
v p
2 +2 =
{
1133 · · · ( p2 − 2)( p2 − 2)(p + 1)(p + 1) · · · (p + p2 − 2)(p + p2 − 2), (p + p2 )},
their symmetrics,
v p
2 +3 =
{
1133 · · · ( p2 − 2)( p2 − 2)( p2 )(p + 3)(p + 3)(p + 5)(p + 5) · · · (p + p2 )(p + p2 )}.
v3 = s(v1), v4 = s(v2), v p
2 +4 = s(v5), . . . , vp+1 = s(v p2 +2).
3. p = 4k + 1.⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
v1 =
{
1133 · · · (p − 2)(p − 2)}, v2 = {13355 · · · (p − 2)(p − 2)p},
v5 =
{
1177 · · · (p + 2)(p + 2)}, v6 = {11399 · · · (p + 2)(p + 2)(p + 4)}, . . . ,
v p+5
2
= {1133 · · · ( p−72 )( p−72 )( p−32 )( p−32 )(p + 2)(p + 2)(p + 4)(p + 4) · · ·(
p + p−12
)(
p + p−12
)}
,
their symmetrics.
v3 = s(v1), v4 = s(v2), v p+7
2
= s(v5), . . . , vp+1 = s(v p+5
2
).
4. p = 4k + 3.⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
v1 =
{
1133 · · · (p − 2)(p − 2)}, v2 = {13355 · · · (p − 2)(p − 2)p},
v5 =
{
1177 · · · (p + 2)(p + 2)}, v6 = {11399 · · · (p + 2)(p + 2)(p + 4)},
v p+5
2
= {1133 · · · ( p−52 )( p−52 ) p−12 (p + 2)(p + 2)(p + 4)(p + 4) · · ·(
p + p−32
)(
p + p−32
)(
p + p+12
)}
,
their symmetrics.
v3 = s(v1), v4 = s(v2), v p+7
2
= s(v5), . . . , vp+1 = s(v p+5
2
).
Consider ZL,l the left zigzag tree of height l and ZR,l the right zigzag tree of height l i.e.
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with l = p − 1 and
with l1 + l2 + 3 = p, 1 l1   p−32  (where x denotes the ceiling function of x, that is the smallest
integer not less than x) and the symmetric images of these trees (except for the last one when p is
even).
Examples. If 2p + 1 = 9, then p = 4 and the generating coding vectors are {113}, {133}, s({113}),
s({133}) and {117} corresponding respectively to the trees
If 2p + 1 = 11, then p = 5 and the generating coding vectors are {1133}, {1335}, s({1133}),
s({1335}), {1177} and s({1177}). corresponding respectively to the trees
If 2p + 1 = 13, then p = 6 and the generating coding vectors are {11335}, {13355}, s({11335}),
s({13355}), {11779}, {11399} and s({11779}) corresponding respectively to the trees
28 N. Goze, E. Remm / Journal of Algebra 348 (2011) 14–36Finally, if 2p + 1 = 15, p = 7, the generating coding vectors are {113355}, {133557}, s({113355}),
s({133557}), {117799}, {11399(11)}, s({117799}) and s({11399(11)}) corresponding respectively to
the trees
Let’s notice that these families of the generators are the bases deﬁned in Proposition 6.
Proof. By Lemma 8, any tree in T2p+1 is a linear combination of trees which does not have the
tree {2} as a subtree, that is, without central branches. So, we are going to ﬁnd a system of generators
with trees grafted to the level 2 on the trees {1}, {3} and {15} following the rules of Lemma 8,
Proposition 9, its consequences and Proposition 11. This means that we consider, because of Lemma 8,
trees of type
and T1(A,C, E,G). Let us consider a tree with {1} at the bottom. To obtain a tree in T2p+1 we will
graft a tree at a level at least 2. There are only two ways to do it, which correspond to the two ﬁrst
trees of the theorem. In fact, we cannot graft two nontrivial trees at the level 2 because we would
get a tree with {115} as a subtree, so representing the null vector. So we can graft only one tree on
the left or on the right at level 2 (i.e. T1 or T2 is the trivial tree) and in both cases there is the only
possibility to obtain a tree in T2p+1 which is not representing the null vector (T2 = ZL,p−2 and T1 = 0
or T1 = ZR,p−2 and T2 = 0). The case of a tree with {3} at the bottom can be treated in a similar way.
Thus it only remains to examine the trees with {15} at the bottom. By Proposition 11 and its corollary,
these trees are the trees T1(A,0, E,0) with height h(A) of A less than p − 3 and T1(0,C,0,G) with
height h(C) of C less than p − 3. We also have that if T1(A,0, E,0) is not representing the null
vector and if A 
= 0, then A can only be of the form ZR,p1 , and if E 
= 0, then E = ZR,p2 . Similarly
if T1(0,C,0,G) is not representing the null vector and if C 
= 0, then C = ZL,p3 , and if G 
= 0, then
G = ZL,p4 . If h(A) = 0, then the tree T1(A,0, E,0) = T1(0,0, E,0) is, up to the sign, a tree with {3} at
the bottom and if h(C) = 0, the tree T1(0,C,0,G) = T1(0,0,0,G) is, up to the sign, a tree with {1} at
the bottom. Moreover h(A) 0, T1(A,0, E,0) = −T1(0,C ′,0,G ′) = −s(T1(A′,0, E ′,0)) with h(C ′) 0
and h(A′) = p − 2 − h(A) + 1. Then instead of considering the trees T1(A,0, E,0) with nontrivial A,
we can take the trees presented in the theorem which were selected by symmetry reasons. 
Corollary 14. For any p  3, dim L2p+1(V )  (p + 1)(dim V )2p+1 . If 3  p  7 then dim L2p+1(V ) =
(p + 1)(dim V )2p+1 .
We denote by G2p+1 the generating family of vectors of C˜ p−1/Cp−1 deﬁned in Theorem 13 and in
the following the vectors vi ’s correspond to those deﬁned in this theorem.
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dim L2p+1(V ) = (p + 1)(dim V )2p+1.
Proof. To each coding vector v ∈ G2p+1 we assign the tree tv ∈ T2p+1. We count the leaves of tv
from left to right. If t and t′ are two trees of T2k1+1 and T2k2+1 respectively, we denote t ◦i t′ the
tree of T2(k1+k2)+1 obtained by grafting the tree t′ at the leaf i of t . Let
∑p+1
i=1 aitvi = 0 be a linear
combination of the trees tvi , vi ∈ G2p+1. Let u be the tree of T3. By grafting u twice in adapted places,
we will prove successively that all the ai ’s are zero. Consider the trees tvi ◦1 u. From Corollary 10, all
these trees represent the null vector except of tv3 ◦1 u and tv4 ◦1 u. Thus the equality
∑p+1
i=1 aitvi = 0
implies a3tv3 ◦1 u + a4tv4 ◦1 u = 0. If we then graft u at the highest left leaf of tv3 ◦1 u and tv4 ◦1 u,
exactly one of the two obtained trees of T2(p+2)+1 is zero, the other one is by hypothesis nonzero
so its corresponding coeﬃcient is zero. Thus coming back to a3tv3 ◦1 u + a4tv4 ◦1 u = 0 we get that
a3 = a4 = 0. From symmetry reasons, the coeﬃcients corresponding to the symmetric images of these
trees, that is, tv1 and tv2 , are zero. Then
∑p+1
i=5 aitvi = 0 concerns only trees of type T1(A,0, E,0)
with nontrivial A and of type T1(0,C,0,G) with nontrivial G . By grafting u at the highest level, the
equality
∑p+1
i=5 aitvi = 0 reduces to a linear combination of two trees associated to vectors of G2p+3.
We repeat application of this process to
∑p+1
i=5 aitvi = 0. Grafting u at the correct place,
∑p+1
i=5 aitvi = 0
reduces to two terms only. With a new grafting the corresponding linear combination is reduced to
one term and its coeﬃcient is zero. This implies that the second coeﬃcient of the linear combination
containing two terms is zero. Repeating this process we prove that all coeﬃcients are zero. So all the
ai ’s are zero, and the vectors of G2p+1 are independent and G2p+1 deﬁnes a basis of C˜ p−1/Cp−1. 
Corollary 16. If there exists p such that v2 ∈ G2p+1 is zero, then L2k+1 = 0 for some k p.
Proof. In fact v2 is a subtree of any tree of L2k+1 for some k greater than p. 
6. Consequences
6.1. Solvability of ternary partially associative algebras
Deﬁnition 17. Let (A,μ) be a ternary partially associative algebra. We denote by D0(A) = A,D1(A) =
μ(A, A, A) and more generally Dp+1(A) = μ(Dp(A),Dp(A),Dp(A)). We say that (A,μ) is solvable if
there is an integer p such that Dp(A) = {0}.
Theorem 18. The free partially associative ternary algebra L(V , ·) is solvable of the derived length 2.
Proof. Studying L9(V ), we saw that {147} = 0. This means that (v1 · v2 · v3) · (v4 · v5 · v6) ·
(v7 · v8 · v9) = 0, for any vector v1, . . . , v9 in V . 
Thus D2(L(V , ·)) = 0 and L(V , ·) is solvable.
Corollary 19. Any ternary partially associative algebra is solvable of derived length at most 2.
6.2. Nilpotence of commutative ternary partially associative algebras
A ternary partially associative algebra is commutative if μ(x1, x2, x3) = μ(xσ(1), xσ(2), xσ(3)) for any
permutation σ .
Theorem 20. Let A(V ) be the free commutative ternary partially associative algebra on the vector space V .
Then A9(V ) = 0.
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mension Cn+23 = (n+2)(n+1)n6 because the commutativity implies x1 · x2 · x3 = xσ(1) · xσ(2) · xσ(3) for
any σ ∈ Σ3 so we get a basis of A3(V ) consisting of ei1 ⊗ ei2 ⊗ ei3 with i1  i2  i3, i1, i2, i3 ∈
1, . . . ,n. Clearly A2k+1(V ) ⊂ L2k+1(V ). The generators of L9(V ) are given by the coding vectors
113,133,117,355 = s(113),335 = s(133). Consider the vector 113. It corresponds to the product
((x1 · x2 · (x3 · x4 · x5)) · x6 · x7) · x8 · x9. The commutativity implies that this product is equal to
(((x3 · x4 · x5) · x1 · x2) · x6 · x7) · x8 · x9 which corresponds to the coding vector 111. But 111 = 0. Thus
113 = 0. Likewise we have 133 = 111 = 0. By symmetry, 355 = 335 = 0. We have also 117 = 144 = 0.
Thus any commutative product of 9 elements is trivial. 
Corollary 21. Let A be a commutative ternary partially associative algebra. Consider the following sequence⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
C0(A) = A,
C1(A) = μ(A, A, A),
Cp(A) =
⊕
i+ j+k=p−1,
i jk
μ
(C i(A),C j(A),Ck(A)).
Then Ck(A) = 0 for any k 4.
6.3. The operad pAss3 of 3-ary partially associative algebras
From Proposition 5, we can deduce the following result (see also [9] and [14]):
Theorem 22. The operad pAss3 for 3-ary partially associative algebras is not Koszul.
Proof. Recall that the quadratic operad pAss3 is a sequence (pAss3(2k + 1))k∈N of vector spaces
where any pAss3(2k + 1) is also provided with a structure of Σ2k+1-module, where Σn is the sym-
metric group of degree n. Moreover, the Σ3-module pAss3(3) is isomorphic with the group algebra
K[Σ3], and the Σ5-module pAss3(5) is the quotient space of tree copies of K[Σ5] by the operadic
ideal deﬁned by the relation of partial associativity. The previous calculus shows that
dim
(
pAss3(3))= dimK[Σ3] = 6, dim(pAss3(5))= 2× dimK[Σ5] = 240
and more generally
dim
(
pAss3(2k + 1))= (k + 1)dimK[Σ2k+1]
for k = 3,4,5,6,7. By deﬁnition, the generating function of an operad P is
gP (x) :=
∑
a1
1
a!χ
(P(a))xa,
where
χ
(P(a)) :=∑
i
(−1)i dim(Pi(a))
(see [11] and [9]). If a quadratic operad P is Koszul, then its generating function and the generating
function of its dual P ! are tied by the functional equation [11,9]
gP
(−gP !(−x))= x. (5)
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gpAss3(x) = x+ x3 + 2x5 + 4x7 + 5x9 + 6x11 + 7x13 + 8x15 + · · · .
Let s be a formal power series satisfying
gpAss3
(−s(−x))= x.
We ﬁnd
s(x) = x− x3 + x5 − 19x11 + O [x]12.
But the dual operad of pAss3 is the operad tAss31, of totally associative algebras with generating
ternary operation of degree 1 (see [9]) and its generating series is
gtAss31(x) = x− x
3 + x5.
So pAss3 cannot be a Koszul operad. 
Remark (The operad p˜Ass3). Let P be a quadratic operad. In [12] we deﬁned the operad P˜ so that
for any P-algebra A and P˜-algebra B the algebra A ⊗ B is again a P-algebra and P˜ is maximal with
this property. If P = pAss3 then P˜ = tAss3, and P˜ is different from the dual operad of P .
6.4. Tensor algebra and associative n-ary product
Recall that for any vector space V , the associated tensor algebra T (V ) is the unique solution, up
to isomorphism, of the universal problem which determine from a linear application f : V → A in an
associative algebra A, a morphism of associative algebras T (V ) → A. The construction of this algebra
comes from the isomorphisms
Φn,m : T⊗n(V ) ⊗ T⊗m(V ) → T⊗(n+m)(V )
deﬁned by
Φn,m
(
(x1 ⊗ x2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xn) ⊗ (y1 ⊗ y2 · · · ⊗ ym)
)= x1 ⊗ x2 ⊗ · · · xn ⊗ y1 ⊗ y2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ym.
In fact the multiplication μ of T (V ) is given by
μ
(
(x1 ⊗ x2 · · · ⊗ xn) ⊗ (y1 ⊗ y2 · · · ⊗ ym)
)= Φn,m((x1 ⊗ x2 · · · ⊗ xn) ⊗ (y1 ⊗ y2 · · · ⊗ ym))
and the associativity of the multiplication follows from
Φn+m,p • (Φn,m ⊗ Idp) = Φn+m,p • (Idn ⊗ Φm,p).
We can deﬁne another isomorphism no longer adapted to the associative structure but adapted to the
n-ary structure. For this we consider the family of vector isomorphisms
Ψn,m,p : T⊗n(V ) ⊗ T⊗m(V ) ⊗ T⊗p(V ) → T⊗n+m+p(V )
satisfying {
Ψn,m+p+q,r • (Idn ⊗ Ψm,p,q ⊗ Idr) = −2Ψn,m+p+q,r • (Idn+m ⊗ Ψp,q,r)
= −2Ψn,m+p+q,r • (Ψn,m,p ⊗ Idq+r).
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7.1. Deformation cohomology
Let (V ,μ0) be an n-ary partially associative algebra and μ(t) = μ0 +∑i1 tiφi a formal defor-
mation of μ0 (see [6] and [2] for the terminology). As μ(t) is an n-ary partially associative algebra
product, the n-linear map φ1 satisﬁes the following linear identity:
μ0 ◦
(
n∑
p=0
I p ⊗ φ1 ⊗ In−p−1
)
+ φ1 ◦
(
n∑
p=0
I p ⊗ μ0 ⊗ In−p−1
)
= 0, (6)
where Ik is the identity map on (V )⊗k and I0 ⊗ f = f ⊗ I0 = f for an n-linear map f . By [7], there
exists a complex (C∗, ∂∗) such that (6) corresponds to ∂2(φ1) = 0. This cohomology which governs de-
formations is called the deformation cohomology. When the corresponding quadratic operad is Koszul,
this cohomology coincides with the natural cohomology deﬁned by the operad (operadic cohomology,
for deﬁnition see [11]). But if μ0 is a product of a 3-ary partially associative algebra, Theorem 22 im-
plies that the corresponding operad is not Koszul. It follows that the two cohomologies are different.
Remarks.
1. If n is even, the operad pAssn0 for n-ary partially associative algebras is Koszul and the deforma-
tion cohomology coincides with the operadic cohomology. This cohomology is described in [4].
But in [4], the author doesn’t distinguish the odd and even cases and the results concerning the
odd case are not correct (see also [14]).
2. In [9], we develop a general approach to deformations of algebras over non-Koszul operads. We
also deﬁne the notion of dual operads for n-ary algebras. Earlier, this notion was given in [4] but
it was wrong. Our deﬁnition is given in terms of multiplication with nontrivial degree.
7.2. n-ary-product of degree d
Let Ck(V ) be the vector space of k-linear maps of V . For any f ∈ Cn(V ) and g ∈ Cm(V ), the
Gerstenhaber product f •n,m g is
f •n,m g =
n∑
i=1
(−1)(i−1)(m−1) f ◦i g
with
( f ◦i g)(X1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Xn+m−1) = f
(
X1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ g(Xi ⊗ · · · Xi+m−1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ Xn+m−1
)
.
The product ◦i is the comp-i operations of Gerstenhaber.
Deﬁnition 23. An n-ary product μ is of degree d if we have for 1 j  n,
(μ ◦ j μ) ◦i μ =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
(−1)d2(μ ◦i μ) ◦ j+n−1 μ if 1 i  j − 1,
μ j ◦ (μ ◦i− j+1 μ) if j  i  n + j − 1,
(−1)d2(μ ◦i−n+1 μ) ◦ j μ if i  j + n.
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1. Degree 0 partially associative 2-ary algebras are classical associative algebras.
2. If n = 2, d = 1 and μ associative, then μ satisﬁes⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
μ ◦1 μ = μ ◦2 μ,
(μ ◦1 μ) ◦1 μ = μ ◦1 (μ ◦1 μ),
(μ ◦1 μ) ◦2 μ = μ ◦1 (μ ◦2 μ),
(μ ◦1 μ) ◦3 μ = −(μ ◦2 μ) ◦1 μ,
(μ ◦2 μ) ◦2 μ = μ ◦2 (μ ◦1 μ),
(μ ◦2 μ) ◦3 μ = μ ◦2 (μ ◦2 μ).
3. If n = 3,d = 1 and if μ is totally associative, we have
μ ◦1 μ = μ ◦2 μ = μ ◦3 μ,
and ⎧⎨⎩
(μ ◦1 μ) ◦4 μ = −(μ ◦2 μ) ◦1 μ,
(μ ◦1 μ) ◦5 μ = −(μ ◦3 μ) ◦1 μ,
(μ ◦2 μ) ◦5 μ = −(μ ◦3 μ) ◦2 μ.
7.3. A cohomology for (2k + 1)-ary partially associative algebras with operation in degree 1
In what follows, we denote by • any Gerstenhaber product •p,q . For the notion of pre-Lie algebras
see for example [5].
Lemma 24 (Graded pre-Lie identity). Let ϕ1 ∈ Cn(V ), ϕ2 ∈ Cm(V ) and ϕ3 ∈ C p(V ), and let |ϕ1|, |ϕ2|,ϕ3| be
the respective degrees of ϕ1,ϕ2,ϕ3 . Then
(ϕ1 • ϕ2) • ϕ3 − ϕ1 • (ϕ2 • ϕ3) = (−1)(m−1)(p−1)(−1)|ϕ2||ϕ3|
(
(ϕ1 • ϕ3) • ϕ2 − ϕ1 • (ϕ3 • ϕ2)
)
.
From this lemma we directly deduce, taking in account ϕ2 = ϕ3 = μ and using that μ • μ = 0 :
Proposition 25. Let (V ,μ) be a (2k+1)-ary partially associative algebra with a multiplicationμ of degree 1.
Then, for any ϕ ∈ Ck(V ) we have (ϕ • μ) • μ = 0.
Let
δ : Cn(V ) −→ Cn+2k(V )
be the 1 degree operation deﬁned by
δϕ = μ • ϕ − (−1)|ϕ|ϕ • μ (7)
where |ϕ| is the degree of ϕ . The graded pre-Lie identity gives
(μ • μ) • ϕ − μ • (μ • ϕ) = (−1)|ϕ|((μ • ϕ) • μ − μ • (ϕ • μ)).
This implies
δ(δϕ) = 0.
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(
C2k+1(V ), δ
)
k1
gives the operadic cohomology. In fact, it was proved in [9], that the quadratic operad associated with
n-ary partially associative multiplication of degree 1 is Koszul. When n is even and the multiplication
of degree 0, this complex also corresponds to the operadic cohomology. But this is false if n is odd and
the multiplication is of degree 0. In the following section we construct a complex whose coboundary
operators satisfy identities similar to the identity (7).
7.4. A complex associated to a product of (2k + 1)-ary partially associative algebra in degree 0
In this section, we assume that μ is of degree 0.
Lemma 26. Let μ be an n-ary partially associative product on a vector space V and ϕ ∈ Ck(V ).
1. If n is even, then (ϕ • μ) • μ = 0.
2. If n is odd, then
(ϕ • μ) • μ =
∑
1pq−nk−1
(ϕ ◦p μ) ◦q μ, (8)
where ◦i is the comp-i operation.
Proof. We have the pre-Lie identity ([3]):
(ϕ •k,n μ) •k+n−1,n μ − ϕ •k,2n−1 (μ •n,n μ)
= (−1)(n−1)2[(ϕ •k,n μ) •k+n−1,n μ − ϕ •k,2n−1 (μ •n,n μ)].
As μ •n,n μ = 0, the previous equation reduces to
(ϕ •k,n μ) •k+n−1,n μ = (−1)(n−1)2(ϕ •k,n μ) •k+n−1,n μ.
If n is even, it implies that (ϕ •k,n μ) •k+n−1,n μ = 0 so this case is similar to the case consid-
ered in the previous section. But if n is odd, the previous identity is trivial. Computing directly
(ϕ •k,n μ) •k+n−1,n μ, we obtain identity (8) of Lemma 26.
Assume that n is odd. Lemma 26 shows that δk+1i ◦ δki 
= 0. To deﬁne a cohomology in this case,
we restrict the spaces of cochains. Let χk(V ) be the subspace of Ck(V ) given by
χk(V ) = {ϕ ∈ Ck(V ), (ϕ • μ) • μ = (μ • ϕ) • μ = μ • (ϕ • μ) = 0}.
Pre-Lie identity applied to the triple (μ,ϕ,μ) implies
(μ • ϕ) • μ = μ • (ϕ • μ) − μ • (μ • ϕ),
and if ϕ ∈ χk(V ) we have also μ • (μ • ϕ) = 0. 
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∂kϕ = (−1)k−1μ • ϕ − ϕ • μ.
Then Im(∂k) ⊂ χk+n−1(V ) and
∂k+n−1 ◦ ∂k = 0.
For any i, (
χk(n−1)+i(V ), δki
)
k0
is a complex, where δ ji = ∂ i+ j(n−1) .
Proof. Let ϕ be in χk(V ). Let us prove that ∂kϕ ∈ χk+n−1(V ). We have(
∂kϕ • μ) • μ = (−1)k−1((μ • ϕ) • μ) • μ − ((ϕ • μ) • μ) • μ = 0,(
μ • ∂kϕ) • μ = (−1)k−1(μ • (μ • ϕ)) • μ − (μ • (ϕ • μ)) • μ = 0,
and
μ • (∂kϕ • μ)= (−1)k−1μ • ((μ • ϕ) • μ)− μ • ((ϕ • μ) • μ)= 0.
Thus ∂kϕ ∈ χk+n−1(V ). But(
∂k+n−1 ◦ ∂k)ϕ = ∂k+n−1((−1)k−1μ • ϕ − ϕ • μ)
= μ • (μ • ϕ) + (−1)k−1μ • (ϕ • μ) + (−1)k(μ • ϕ) • μ + (ϕ • μ) • μ = 0,
so
∂k+n−1 ◦ ∂k = 0. 
Remark (Graded n-ary algebras and n-ary super-algebras). We have just studied n-ary algebras with
multiplications with a nontrivial degree. It is also easy to deﬁne a notion of graded n-ary algebra. Let
Γ be an abelian group. If V =⊕γ∈Γ Vγ is a Γ -graded vector space and if μ is an n-ary multiplica-
tion on V , the n-ary algebra (V ,μ) is a graded n-ary algebra if
μ(Vγ1 , . . . , Vγn ) ⊂ Vγ1+···+γn
for any γ1, . . . , γn ∈ Γ . If Γ = Z3, such a graded algebra will be called super algebra.
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